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ABSTRACT
Changes in working life require development in vocational education and training (VET) to retain industrial currency. VET teachers are key actors in VET, and their continuing professional development (CPD) in vocational subjects is central to the currency of VET. This study is situated in Sweden, with a mainly school-based VET system where VET teachers have the main responsibility for students’ school-based and workplace learning, and they typically have a background in an initial occupation which they now teach their students. The study applies a situated learning perspective, with a particular focus on boundary processes between VET schools and working life, and how the modes of identification of engagement, imagination, and alignment are enacted and influence the identity formation and CPD of VET teachers. The findings are based on interviews with 30 Swedish VET teachers. The qualitative study shows how different forms of boundary encounter between VET teachers and working life, brokering of occupational knowledge, and reconstruction of occupational practices at schools provide opportunities for teachers’ CPD and influencing vocational teaching. It is important for the quality of VET teachers’ CPD to include and integrate the different modes of identification, to allow for updating of different aspects of the occupational identity.
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Introduction
Working life changes rapidly when new occupations arise and old ones change. There are new demands in terms of occupational knowledge and skills inherent in new technology. Consequently, there have been and are demands on the development of vocational education and training (VET) to adjust to current working life and occupational practices (Cedefop 2009, 2018a). This development includes demands on updating VET teachers’ subject knowledge. The teachers need occupational knowledge and skills with high currency to teach and prepare their students for employability. However, there are constraints concerning the opportunities for VET teachers to retain such knowledge and skills (Fejes and Köpsén 2014). This article focuses on Swedish VET teachers’ opportunities and activities for continuing professional development (CPD) concerning occupational knowledge and skills as part of their work as teachers, and what this vocational learning means for the continuing formation of the VET teacher identity.

Interplay between working life and school is essential within VET, and VET teachers have a central role as the link between school and working life. VET teachers’ updating of their knowledge to retain industrial knowledge also requires interaction with and presence in working life where the occupational knowledge they teach is situated. Therefore, we employ a theoretical perspective of situated learning (e.g. Wenger 1998) where the interplay between working life and school, and VET teachers’
interactions here, are seen as boundary processes between these practices. In this article, we specifically investigate these processes as opportunities and methods for VET teachers’ CPD and for the development of their teaching.

We see the VET teacher identity as dual, an occupational identity and a teacher identity, being shaped through participation in and boundary crossings between different communities of practice: work in their initial occupational practice, teaching in the practice of VET, and learning through teacher training (Farnsworth and Higham 2012; Fejes and Köpsén 2014). We consider the dual VET teacher identity to be an ongoing balancing act and identity formation, mainly due to VET teachers’ boundary processes and boundary crossings within a landscape of communities of practice related to their prior, initial occupation and their teaching.

VET is organised differently in different countries (Cedefop 2018b). Some systems are solely or mainly workplace-based, while other countries employ a dual or a mainly school-based system, in the latter case typically including periods of workplace learning (Deissinger et al. 2013; Dobbins and Busemeyer 2015). The different systems mean different opportunities for cooperation between school and working life, but also different teacher responsibilities concerning students’ workplace learning. Nevertheless, the boundary-crossing character of the work as a VET teacher is important for good teaching (Smith and Yasukawa 2017), and regardless of differences between contexts, there are basic similarities concerning the demands placed on teachers’ competence in occupational teaching subjects, and the need for links to working life for the currency of VET.

The present study is situated in upper-secondary level VET in Sweden. Here, VET is mainly school-based, but the three-year programmes include at least 15 weeks of workplace learning. There is also an alternative track of apprenticeship training with at least 50% workplace learning. Twelve national VET programmes cover a broad spectrum of occupations, such as healthcare, building and construction, and vehicle maintenance. Corresponding VET courses are taught in upper-secondary level adult education, but with shorter programmes that do not include the general subjects which are compulsory in upper-secondary school programmes. VET teachers have the main responsibility for the vocational learning processes of students and apprentices, including workplace learning, even if there are supervisors in the workplaces. Furthermore, these teachers typically have a background in an initial occupation in which they are now teaching and training their students, but most VET teachers have left that occupation and are employed full time as teachers. Thus, there is an evident need for VET teachers’ boundary processes between school and working life, to fulfil their responsibilities in relation to the students, and to develop their teaching – but also to keep the industrial currency of their own occupational knowledge and skills which are the contents of their teaching.

In other words, these boundary processes are important for VET teachers’ own workplace learning in their work as teachers. This study is part of a larger project concerning VET teachers’ CPD related to their initial occupations (Andersson, Hellgren, and Köpsén 2018; Andersson and Köpsén 2015, 2018; Köpsén and Andersson 2017, 2018). In this project, we have seen that institutional conditions in VET schools are influencing teachers’ opportunities for development. The employer, the VET institution, has the formal responsibility for teachers’ CPD. However, the contents of organised CPD opportunities are not regulated, and the focus on the initial occupations is limited. This means that such CPD in practice mainly becomes a responsibility of the individual VET teacher (Andersson, Hellgren, and Köpsén 2018; Fejes and Köpsén 2014). Therefore, the focus here is on the boundary processes between school and working life, and how the school–working life interplay involves VET teachers and provides opportunities for updating of occupational competence and reshaping of occupational identity.

**VET teachers’ CPD in the initial occupation and their dual identity**

Studies of VET teachers’ CPD are sparse (de Rooij, in Parsons et al. 2009, 92) and focus mainly on teaching competence (Bound 2011; Messmann and Mulder 2011). But in an Australian study of views among students and teachers concerning what a ‘good VET teacher’ is, both categories highlighted
teaching skills as well as expertise and experience from industry as being important (Smith and Yasukawa 2017), which indicated that VET teachers’ boundary processes are important for the quality of teaching. The present article contributes to this research area, with a focus on CPD related to the vocational subject and industrial currency. Even if research projects with this focus are limited, there are some relevant studies.

Broad (2013, 2015, 2016) studied CPD to retain and develop occupational knowledge among teachers at English further education colleges. Reading books, journals, and online material turned out to be the most common of 12 pre-defined CPD activities among these teachers. Different activities that provide CPD experiences were included, such as practising, peer observations, shadowing, students’ workplace learning (placements), involvement with professional bodies, educational trips, and inviting guest speakers, as well as attending courses and workshops (Broad 2016). Broad (2013) identified three key drivers for CPD: the passion for the subject/occupation, to maintain occupational currency, and to improve teaching and students’ learning. Teachers work hard to achieve these results, but the main barrier for professional development seemed to be lacking or ‘impoverished’ networks – a consequence of teachers’ workload and lack of time (Broad 2015).

Lloyd and Payne (2012) showed how conditions of employment influenced the opportunities to maintain the currency of competence. Part-time employment as a teacher could, for example, mean an opportunity to keep on working in the initial occupation. Institutional structures and support from management are other factors influencing VET teachers’ motivation and possibilities to move between the practices of school and working life (Frisk 2014). Fejes and Köpsén (2014) also identified various constraints for these teachers’ participation in working life, and those who did not maintain the currency of their occupational competence were not able to teach the advanced courses.

Brennan Kemmis and Green (2013) showed a duality of identity in a study of Australian VET teachers’ conceptions of their pedagogy (cf. Fejes and Köpsén 2014). These teachers showed a strong connection to the workplaces and the vocations, which could mean tensions in relation to other categories of teachers who were not based in another, initial occupation. Farnsworth and Higham (2012) presented a similar analysis of the VET teacher identity in a Canadian study, where they discussed how the professional identity of VET teachers is modulated and hybridised in connecting experiences from two communities of practice – the practice of the initial vocation, and the practice of VET.

In the Nordic context, Vähäsantanen and Eteläpelto (2009) analysed VET teachers’ experiences of a reform for more interplay between schools and workplaces, and what this meant for their professional identity. The teachers saw increased cooperation as desirable, but their attitudes towards the reform still differed. Some saw more problems in the increased boundary-crossings and other changes in the teacher work that would be a result of the reform, while others were more enthusiastic about their work with students’ workplace learning. Vähäsantanen, Saarinen, and Eteläpelto (2009) also emphasise how boundary crossings between school and working life can be of value for VET teachers’ professional development, and for the development of teaching in alignment with working life. However, the authors describe how the personal contribution can be huge, when teachers use their free time to develop these relationships.

As mentioned, the present study is part of a larger research project in Sweden. Here, an analysis of a national initiative to stimulate VET teachers’ workplace-based CPD in the initial occupation showed that the vocational area and the geographical region in which the teachers are employed influenced participation. Teachers in technology and construction were underrepresented among the participants, but with a comparably higher participation rate in industry arrangements among construction teachers. Teachers from highly populated municipalities were overrepresented, and the type of municipality was the strongest predictor of recurrent participation (Andersson and Köpsén 2015; Köpsén and Andersson 2017).

These studies raised new questions, resulting in a survey study of participation in various CPD activities among VET teachers (Andersson, Hellgren, and Köpsén 2018; Andersson and Köpsén 2018). It showed that reading was the most common CPD activity (cf. Broad 2016), and reading together
with work in the initial occupation were also the activities where the variation in performing them could be explained to the highest degree. The survey showed that 86% of Swedish VET teachers make study visits to workplaces together with their students at least yearly, 81% perform the task of managing students’ workplace learning, and 60% are involved in work in their initial occupations, and the teachers perceive this as important for their relationships with working life. The perceived values created in terms of occupational knowledge and networking, and for teaching provided by teachers were significantly higher among VET teachers who had actually performed the activities on a regular basis, as compared to those who had not (Andersson and Köpsén 2018). The most important factors for the perceived values, in addition to actually having performed the activity, are teachers’ sex and individual, dispositional drivers (Andersson, Hellgren, and Köpsén 2018).

To find out more about VET teachers’ professional development and relationships with working life, an interview study was conducted. An initial analysis identified conditions and potentials for teachers’ updating of occupational competence in connection with students’ workplace learning (Köpsén and Andersson 2018). The qualitative findings show that VET teachers’ management of their students’ workplace learning offers potentials for updating occupational competence. However, the way in which the VET teachers choose to undertake the tasks in connection with students’ workplace learning is highly significant. The frequency and duration of these teachers’ workplace visits or engagement in day-to-day work and interactions with the professionals in the workplace affect their ability to acquire current occupational identity. The more the teacher participates authentically in work, the higher the potential for CPD, but structural conditions of school practices influence the possibilities to visit or engage in the workplaces. This initial analysis is followed up in the present article, where we include boundary processes between school and working life in a broader sense.

**Theoretical perspective**

The occupational knowledge that VET teachers teach is situated in working life, they have a dual vocational teacher identity, and their interactions with and presence in working life are essential for their CPD. Therefore, a theoretical perspective focusing on situated learning, identity formation and boundary processes has been considered appropriate (Akkerman and Bruining 2016; Farnsworth and Higham 2012; Fejes and Köpsén 2014; Köpsén and Andersson 2018; Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998) to investigate how the school–working life interplay, seen as different boundary processes, involve VET teachers and their updating of occupational competence. There is criticism of this perspective, discussed, e.g. by Farnsworth, Kleanthous, and Wenger-Trayner (2016). However, we have found the social theory of learning and work of Wenger, focusing situated knowledge and learning and processes between different communities of practice, suitable for our study and analysis.

An occupational identity develops through participation in work and social interaction with other members of an occupational practice (Wenger 1998). The basic prerequisites for participation and the development of an identity are access to the community of practice and recognition as a legitimate member of the community (Lave and Wenger 1991), with its specific regime of competence (Wenger-Trayner and Wenger-Trayner 2015). Then, having developed an identity means being recognised as competent enough to fully engage in the joint enterprise, including skilfully performing the tasks, knowing how to communicate and cooperate with other members, and using the repertoire of resources (Wenger 1998).

Since learning is an aspect of participation, different activities or ‘modes of identification’ influence the formation of an identity (Wenger 1998; Wenger-Trayner and Wenger-Trayner 2015). The processes of engagement include the access to and involvement in the mutual actions, communications and relations as well as to the shared repertoire of resources. Two other modes of identification are about opening the horizon and looking beyond the everyday work. Imagination means creating images of the work and seeing connections through time and space, such as locating the engagement in a wider context and sharing stories with others, and exploring other ways of working and relating to others. Processes of alignment are about coordinating activities and
perspectives in order to fit within broader structures and contribute to broader enterprises. These activities require boundary processes and connections, individuals with multi-membership, and sharable artefacts.

A community of practice is not stable but changing, and ongoing participation is needed to maintain an identity including full membership of the community of practice (Wenger 1998). Thus, to maintain an occupational identity with industrial currency requires continuing participation including processes of engagement, imagination and alignment, in the occupational practice.

As mentioned, we argue for the duality of VET teacher identity (Fejes and Köpsén 2014). VET teachers need to be competent at teaching as well as participating in today’s occupational practice related to their initial occupation and the vocational subject which they teach (Farnsworth and Higham 2012; Köpsén 2014; Robson, Bailey, and Larkin 2004; Smith and Yasukawa 2017). It is through interplay between different communities in a landscape of practice, so-called boundary processes, that individuals learn, develop a nexus of identities, and become knowledgeable in relationship to this landscape (Wenger-Trayner and Wenger-Trayner 2015). Boundary processes are common in vocational education (Berner 2010; Tanggaard 2007), and through these processes, both students and teachers learn. The teachers shape their vocational teacher identity as a nexus of a teacher identity and an occupational identity (Fejes and Köpsén 2014). They cross the boundaries when they become VET teachers, but they also benefit from ongoing boundary processes when working as teachers, which is essential for them to remain competent concerning their occupational identity as well as in teaching the vocational subject.

Boundary processes between communities of practice can take place through boundary encounters with different purposes, involving brokers on different levels such as individuals, groups or practices (Akkerman and Bruining 2016). Boundary encounters can be permanent or temporary, such as meetings, visits or conferences, and involve different processes of participation (Wenger 1998). The boundary crossings of VET teachers mean temporary boundary encounters with individuals or groups of individuals representing workplaces and other significant communities of practice. The teachers can also be involved in boundary encounters in opening up the boundary of the practice of school to let brokers import occupational knowledge from other practices into the practice of teaching.

Another type of boundary process in school-based VET is reconstruction (Berner 2010). Here, workplace experiences are reconstructed in the school practice. Berner highlights the use of instruction forms similar to those found in work-based apprenticeship training, and the reconstitution of factory life in the workshop at school. Such reconstruction means efforts for alignment between school and industry, which allow students to imagine what factory life is like, and to engage in factory-like work practices.

In this study, we analyse VET teachers’ descriptions of different modes of identification through boundary encounters in external practices as well as in the practice of school, with potentials for learning and updating their occupational identity. More specifically, we are interested in how boundary encounters may offer opportunities for vocational teachers’ formation of a current occupational identity and, furthermore, influence their teaching of the vocational subject, a work task that is a part of the teacher identity.

**Aim and research questions**

The aim of this study is to examine the interplay between school and working life, and how this may involve VET teachers and their updating of occupational competence and re-shaping of the VET teacher identity. The research questions are:

1. How are boundary processes between the community of school and other communities of practice in working life enacted?
2. In what way can these boundary processes enable VET teachers’ learning of an up-to-date occupational identity?
3. What influences do these boundary processes have on vocational teaching?
Method

This article presents a qualitative study of VET teachers’ CPD with a focus on learning opportunities inherent in boundary processes between school and working life.

Data

The findings are based on semi-structured interviews with 30 VET teachers from all 12 national VET programmes in Sweden, including upper-secondary school as well as adult education. Eleven female and 19 male teachers were interviewed, a distribution that corresponds to the population of VET teachers at Swedish upper-secondary schools (Swedish National Agency for Education 2017), teaching at schools in both small and large towns.

The VET teachers described their contacts and relationships with working life, CPD in the vocational subject, conditions for work-life connections, and conditions for professional development. This article presents results obtained from, in particular, the answers concerning relationships with working life, and what these relationships mean for the professional development and for the development of teaching. All interviews were conducted in Swedish and transcribed verbatim, and the quotations used to illustrate the findings were translated into English. For each quotation, we have indicated the initial occupation of the VET teacher. When there is more than one teacher with the same initial occupation they are marked no. 1 and no. 2.

The study follows the guidelines from the Swedish Research Council (2017) concerning good research practice, including such matters as consent, confidentiality, information provided to interviewees, and the use of data.

Analysis

We used the NVivo software for the qualitative analysis of the transcribed interviews. We initially identified the parts of the data relevant to teachers’ relationships with working life. In the following deductive coding and analysis of the data, we identified expressions of different types of boundary process and opportunities for learning, against the background of our theoretical perspective and concepts (Wenger 1998). The key concepts of boundary encounters, brokers/brokering and learning of identity were used when answering the research questions about the VET teachers’ enactment of boundary processes and how these processes involve teachers’ learning and teaching.

Enactment of boundary processes

How are boundary processes between the community of school and other communities of practice in working life enacted? Opportunities for VET teachers’ updating of industrial currency and continuing formation of the VET teacher identity are identified in three forms of boundary process, in the interplay between school and other communities of practice in working life related to VET: VET teachers’ boundary crossings through various boundary encounters, opening up the community of school for the engagement of brokers and the transfer of occupational knowledge into the practice of VET teaching, and reconstruction of work practices within the practice of the VET school. According to the interviewees, the boundary encounters and brokering are enacted in different ways involving different modes of identification and thus different opportunities for learning. VET teachers’ learning of current occupational knowledge, and their re-formation of the VET teacher identity, are possible in different ways in relation to these forms of boundary encounter, brokering, and reconstruction.
Boundary encounters between VET teachers and the occupational practice

VET teachers are participating in different kinds of boundary encounter with the occupational practice, here at workplaces outside school.

Short one-to-one visits

The first type of encounter is a short visit to a workplace, where the VET teacher typically meets an employee who is supervising a VET student. These encounters are often one-to-one meetings taking place outside the daily work at the workplace. Another type of short visit is when the teacher meets staff at a local supplier of materials. In the following example, a building and construction teacher describes his visits to the local building-material business.

... would new types of board come that we have to use, then they tell me at the building material business that ‘no, you are not allowed to use this one’ [...] and I am at the business rather often and talk with them, so there I get quite a lot of information ... (Construction worker and VET teacher)

In terms of teachers’ learning, these short one-to-one visits are primarily a matter of alignment, a process of coordination between VET and workplace concerning students’ workplace learning, or the development of materials. Limited imagination about the work practice could be possible as a by-product, through the conversation with the employee, even if the teacher does not see the actual work processes.

Visiting the worksite

The second type of encounter includes more extensive visits to workplaces and the actual worksites, with the opportunity to see activities and talk to employees/colleagues working there. These visits are also typically related to students’ workplace learning, and are thus primarily a matter of alignment between school and worksite concerning this part of VET.

In addition to alignment, the visits to worksites give opportunities for imagination, where the VET teacher sees current work-life practices, and also possibly talks to industry colleagues concerning their work. The visit could be a by-product of the task of meeting the supervisor and the student for a conversation concerning the workplace learning.

... I don’t just ask about the students, I also use some of that time to ask how things are going in the industry. What’s new? I draw up a list before the visit. I want to be updated about the industry. (Salesman and VET teacher)

There are also VET teachers who actively and consciously prepare for and use the visits to maintain their industrial currency.

Teachers could also carry out visits to worksites independently of their work with students’ workplace learning. As mentioned, it is common for Swedish VET teachers to conduct study visits with their students, but teachers could also carry out visits by themselves. The following teacher from the vehicle and transport programme describes a visit to a logistics terminal.

... It could be enough to go to a [logistics] terminal and simply watch how it works with trucks and the logistics. When cargo trucks come in at night, and is unloaded and so on. How it works. It becomes a conglomeration of
drivers who run with trucks all the time, and then just ‘Bam!’ and then it’s empty. No-one there any longer when the cargo trucks leave. (Truck driver and VET teacher)

These study visits involve imagination through observation of interaction, like during workplace learning-related visits but unlike the types of imagination based on brokers providing information and telling stories that create an image of the work processes. Such brokering processes will be discussed below.

**Participating in work**

The next type of boundary encounter is when VET teachers participate in occupational practice (workplaces), doing the work of their initial occupations. This is another mode of identification – engagement, which includes teacher’s access to and involvement in the actions, communications and relationships at the workplace as well as to the shared repertoire of resources. This form of authentic participation entails a wealth of potential for learning and updating an occupational identity with industrial currency. This could take place in different ways. Participating in work could be done as part of the VET teacher work or as an organised CPD activity. However, VET teachers also do work in their initial occupations outside the teacher position. In the latter case, the learning dimension could be more or less explicit, with a mix of motives – such as retaining the industrial currency needed for VET teaching or to be able to go back to the initial occupation, or earning some extra money, or earning money by doing things oneself (at home) instead of paying someone else.

And then when you have had a summer holiday earlier for ten weeks, then I have been working maybe four of those weeks. […] I have been returning to work for a month every summer […] I feel rather up-dated as I have chosen to work in homecare […], we do a lot of work with elderly health in the healthcare programme … (Nurse and VET teacher no. 1)

**Production outside school – participating in work with the students**

Another type of engagement in work outside school is when the VET teacher uses external contracts to involve students in authentic work tasks, where they are producing goods and services for actual customers in an authentic work practice outside school. This is similar to the specific workplace-learning parts of VET with a local supervisor. The difference here is that it is a group of students who cross the boundary and go from school to an authentic practice and engage in work together with and under the supervision of their teacher from school. The following VET teacher describes how this activity is important not only in terms of engagement but also for alignment with current practice in his trade and thus becomes a learning opportunity for him as a teacher.

    When I use teaching hours for being out there with students and work at fairs, I am also in touch with the trade where I was working before. And this is valuable for me as it is constantly changing, and if I were not out working with students or visiting fairs myself and being interested in fair activities, then I would refer to how it was earlier, in my lessons. I want to talk about how it is now. (Team leader in hotel and conference, and VET teacher)

**Boundary encounters: VET teachers’ relationships with industry**

The interaction of VET teachers with industry and other professionals is often organised in specific industrial arrangements. This means participation and learning in boundary encounters between professionals, where the teachers could retain relationships, belonging, professional language, etc. These arrangements mainly involve identification or learning in terms of imagination and alignment. However, if the boundary encounter is arranged as a course, focussing on training and practising the use of new tools, machines, etc., there could be learning through engagement and involvement, even if it is limited to specific skills – it is not a matter of engagement in the everyday worksite practice.
Industry arrangements and courses
The first type of activity here is the industry arrangement organised for networking and professional development. These are typically organised by the industries. Here we include fairs targeting a whole industry, where VET teachers meet and interact mainly with colleagues from their initial occupation, as well as suppliers of tools, materials, etc. These fairs are most important for many VET teachers.

We meet suppliers at the fairs ... fairs are what I think is the most important ... What's new? We will never learn if we stay at school, but we have to leave the school actively to see what's happening. (Chef and VET teacher)

A second type of activity is targeting the VET teachers in a specific industry, who meet colleagues from the same VET programme at other schools as well as from industry. For example, one teacher describes how the bakery association organises a conference for bakery teachers. This conference embraces both parts of the dual identity of their VET teachers, covering teaching-related learning as well as learning about industry. This boundary encounter provides imagination and alignment in relation both to the bakery industry and to other bakery schools/programmes.

Then we talk about a lot of different things that the industry has passed over to the bakery association, about what we actually teach at the schools. [...] On the second day we have vocational training, and then it is those who compete in the bakery and pastry national teams, we look at trends and traditions and compare [...], then it is the occupational competence. So it is the [teacher] profession, and the occupational competence, that is how we separate it. (Baker and pastry cook, and VET teacher)

Internet-based networking
Social media has meant new opportunities for informal networking. This is particularly highlighted by teachers from less common occupations, or with specialised work tasks. They are able to network and keep up-to-date, in cooperation with colleagues around the country. The following teacher from the vehicle programme has the task of organising driving tests for students. There are only a few vehicle teachers with this task, which means that there is a need for remote networking.

I belong to some groups myself [...] for those who create the driving tests, where we bring up different things and discuss problems. How you could solve problems with documentation, and such things. (Truck driver and VET teacher)

Another example comes from the handicraft programme. This VET teacher is a goldsmith, participating in a network for practising goldsmiths, where he finds knowledge that helps him to stay up-to-date in this craft. Such networks provide imagination about and alignment with current practices:

And that is very good, because all questions about the vocation, from pricing to solving certain handicraft problems, turn up there. [...] So there you get involved and write questions. And working as a goldsmith is quite a small occupation ... (Goldsmith and VET teacher)

Skills competitions
Qualified VET students, and professionals, meet and compete in skills competitions. However, a competition is also a forum for the VET teachers. They are supporting their students in preparing for competitions, but they are also involved in the arrangements, for example, as judges. Being a judge means being involved in a boundary encounter with colleagues in the industry, and seeing and discussing – imagining and aligning with – current skills requirements and developments in the area. It is also an arena for networking, with the opportunity to establish contacts with qualified experts who later could be invited to the VET school to act as brokers (see below).

... what has given me most, maybe, is when we work with the competitions. And that's because it's when I meet other colleagues. I think that’s one of the best ways to know that my knowledge is good or to improve it, is to meet another restaurant teacher from another restaurant programme somewhere in Sweden [...] and colleagues from the industry. (Chef and VET teacher)
**Brokering of occupational knowledge**

The next type of boundary process is brokering of occupational knowledge from working life into the VET school. The brokers could be students, suppliers, or professionals who are brokering the vocational knowledge from current occupational practices into the practice of teaching the vocational subject. The main focus is students’ learning, but the brokers also provide opportunities for VET teachers’ learning.

**Students**

The first group of brokers are VET students who bring current occupational knowledge from their workplace-learning periods at workplaces into the school. The teachers take the opportunity to let students learn from each other, creating a broader imagination of current work-life practices based on their different experiences of workplace learning, and a side-effect is that these activities also create learning opportunities for the teacher.

**Visits from worksites and suppliers**

A second group of brokers are representatives from the specific industry who visit the VET school. They are invited to introduce certain forms of technology that they use, and their connected knowledge and skills, in areas where the teachers do not have the competence, and/or where the school is lacking this technology. Other visitors include suppliers of products used in the industry. They are willing to come to the school to present new products. The teachers take these opportunities of brokering the knowledge connected to the products, as alignment with and imagination of current technology is crucial for the teachers to be knowledgeable and up-to-date in the landscape of VET.

… they want to come and show their stuff, as it is these guys [the students] that should see it first. Because they are probably going to work with it in the future. (Plumber and VET teacher)

**Visits from experts**

The third group of brokers identified in the teachers’ descriptions are the experts. When VET teachers have developed good networks in industry, they could take advantage of their connections with expert professionals and invite them to their schools. For example, the skills competitions described above give some teachers opportunities for such networking with experts. This also means imagination about and alignment with current practice, and possibly engaging in occupational activities with the experts.

… we [the teachers] have given them [the students] the starting point, but we as teachers learn a great deal too when he [an expert cook] comes here [our emphasis]. (Chef and VET teacher)

**Reconstructing the occupational practice at school**

We have described the teaching strategy of external contracts, involving students in authentic production of goods and services ordered by customers. In the earlier example, students and teachers engaged in work outside school. When the production takes place at school, this means a reconstruction of the occupational practice (Berner 2010). This type of activity is common in Swedish VET schools, with arrangements such as restaurants and hairdressing salons, offering boundary encounters with guests or customers from outside school. The strategy is employed as a school-based way for students to learn. But a possible consequence of the demand for quality and delivery to an authentic customer is that even the teacher is engaged in production, which means an opportunity for retaining and developing competence. Our example comes from CNC machinist training:

… it is something different than the common tasks they do on the courses […] To take on such real work, external contracts, […] the students do not always manage to finalise these tasks. […] But I think it is very good, that you take such contracts, and then you finalise them yourself, as a teacher […] Then I do those things myself, and that gives me this … what I need. I get that … keep my skills, when I work and produce pieces … (CNC machinist and VET teacher)
Learning and updating of occupational identity

In what ways can the boundary processes enable VET teachers’ learning of an up-to-date occupational identity? We have identified a number of different types of process – boundary encounters, brokering, and finally reconstruction – which offer opportunities for learning and up-dating of VET teachers’ occupational identity related to the vocational subject in which they teach and train the students. The focus here is thus one side of the double identity of VET teachers, the occupational side, and learning related to this. But for these teachers, learning and identity formation are part of their daily work and life. In their stories, we see how activities that are part of the daily work as a VET teacher offer plenty of opportunities for learning, where teaching and initial occupation are intertwined.

Typically, the teachers develop a nexus of identities, the VET teacher identity. They are working as teachers, but through learning at work they develop not only teacher knowledge and identity, but also occupational knowledge and identity related to their initial occupations – and the vocational subject.

Some exceptions might arise where the VET teacher does things outside the teacher position that are solely occupation-related, but typically the two sides of the identity are closely related. Different types of boundary encounter between school and industry enable identification through imagination, alignment, and even engagement in occupational practices. Brokers provide occupation-related learning opportunities at school, with learning in terms of imagination and alignment. Reconstruction of work-life practices at school also means a higher degree of authenticity for the teacher, who could be engaged in authentic work tasks with external contracts.

Some VET teachers describe problems or restrictions with worksite visits in relation to learning opportunities. One restriction is that visits do not mean engagement, which – at least in some occupations – is necessary for keeping skills alive.

It’s not really a development of skills for me. I walk around, talk to the CNC machinists, check what the students have done, and also pick up new things for myself. That’s how it is. But not enough really! […] To keep this skill, … you lose it, because skills must be kept alive … you need to work with your hands. (CNC machinist and VET teacher)

Another problem is when the school organises the work with students’ workplace learning in a way that does not give VET teachers a good opportunity for visits and imagination within their own vocational area:

… it’s terrible when they have changed this organisation now, so I just go to the hospital and the elderly care facility, and for the other parts there are others who do it, and our part of the workplace visits has been shrinking a lot […] – and this is a very important opportunity for my professional development. (Nurse and VET teacher no. 2)

Influencing vocational teaching

What influences do these boundary processes have on vocational teaching? The interplay between the VET teacher and working life influences not only the occupational identity but also the teacher identity and the teaching.

There is direct influence in activities where both students and teachers are involved. When the VET teacher is visiting students during workplace-learning periods, this is part of the teaching, and the meetings are potential learning opportunities for both teacher and student. We have also described a number of boundary processes in activities that are not necessarily part of VET teaching – but if so, they are potential learning opportunities for both teacher and student. These processes include authentic work tasks obtained through external contracts, participation in skills competitions, brokers visiting the school, and reconstruction of the work-life practice at school. When part of teaching, all these activities offer the students opportunities for imagination and alignment through
workplace learning, competitions, external brokers, and not least engagement through participation in workplaces, and reconstruction at school. However, it should be noted that the engagement in reconstructed work in a workshop at school does not include interaction with workers at a worksite. Instead, teachers and students act and interact as foremen and colleagues in the reconstructed practice.

Visits by VET teachers to workplaces could also influence the supervisors, who are part of the teaching and learning practice. These visits could help supervisors to develop an alignment with VET requirements and expectations, and a deeper engagement in students’ learning processes, and through the visits influence the quality of workplace learning for students.

The teachers also take part in other boundary processes with a more indirect influence on teaching, when the main focus is occupational competence and identity. There are exceptions like the example above from the baker and pastry cook, who describes industry arrangements that include topics related to both teaching and occupation. One VET teacher also highlights how even occupation-related arrangements could have a direct influence, when he sees presentations and other types of material to be used directly in his lessons when he comes back to the teaching practice:

And then you always get materials from all the seminars, so you have to be on your toes and follow and make notes and so on. Then you get the PowerPoints from every lecture. I use those very often in my teaching . . .

(Electrician and VET teacher)

Our description and analysis of examples might give the impression that it is mainly single activities that are important in the relationship with VET teaching. However, the analysis also shows a broader and more complex pattern, where teachers’ different ways of developing skills, knowledge, and identity mean better conditions for doing the job as a VET teacher – and thus influence their teaching. Teachers’ relationships with the occupational practices are most important. Networking with colleagues from industry, workplace learning, interaction with brokers – all this helps teachers to develop their VET teacher identities and teaching processes, including the involvement of brokers in teaching.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to examine the interplay between school and working life, and how this may involve VET teachers and their updating of occupational competence and re-shaping of the VET teacher identity. The study has increased knowledge about boundary processes occurring between schools and workplaces. The findings described how different forms of processes provide opportunities for VET teachers’ identification, learning and development of teaching for currency and alignment with the working life of today. Furthermore, the findings showed how the conditions for boundary crossings and learning are experienced by VET teachers. Considering the conditions for CPD among VET teachers, it is crucial to recognise their multi-membership as well as their dual and hybridised identity (Farnsworth and Higham 2012; Fejes and Köpsén 2014). In this article, we have developed the findings from Köpsén and Andersson (2018) about how the practice of teaching could include or exclude boundary processes with their former occupational practices and how the boundary processes, depending on different ways of enactment, enable different modes of VET teachers’ identification and learning. Thus, such processes are important for the continuing occupational identity formation of VET teachers, but also for their teaching.

Students’ workplace learning is one such important boundary process that is part of the teacher’s work (Köpsén and Andersson 2018). However, VET teachers are involved in many boundary processes, and they initiate processes where students and guests act as brokers between industry and school. However, the teachers are not always aware of the potential for their own professional development that is inherent in boundary processes. Making them aware of this potential would...
mean better conditions for them to influence their own learning – to update their occupational identity and improve the currency in the content of VET teaching.

Offering opportunities for brokering is important both for the worksite and for the school to develop learning opportunities – for students, teachers, and employees at the worksites. In this study, the focus is on learning and identity formation among VET teachers, and what this means for their teaching – which is about learning opportunities for students. VET teachers’ boundary crossings from school to worksite, and back again, are a basis for imagination and brokering of knowledge from the worksite into the school. For this to be fruitful, the teacher must be trusted in the worksite which gives the teacher access to relevant practices. Furthermore, there is a need for the teachers work to be organised in a way that allows for boundary processes (Köpsén and Andersson 2018) – where teachers visit worksites, and participate in work, and where VET schools open up their boundaries for external brokers.

We have described what takes place among VET teachers, according to their stories. CPD as part of daily work is the dominant theme. However, this is not to say that VET teachers do not need organised CPD initiatives, but rather that this seems to be rare in Swedish VET. This means that VET teachers’ CPD depends on individual initiatives and drivers (Andersson, Hellgren, and Köpsén 2018), rather than being part of a strategy for the institution. A strategy for developing VET teachers’ CPD should include the responsibility of the institution to organise learning at work as well as CPD activities, but also to encourage individual initiatives and a passion for the occupation (Broad 2013). These initiatives should take place within and not outside working hours, to avoid the risk of huge personal contributions (Vähäsantanen, Saarinen, and Eleläpelto 2009). The VET programmes cover a broad spectrum of occupations, with their own landscapes of practice, networks, learning needs, and traditions. A strategy that allows for professional development aiming towards competence and knowledge-ability in a variety of landscapes should support and trust the professional vocational teachers.

It is also important for the quality of CPD to include and integrate the different modes of identification that we have analysed. These modes mean different forms of participation, and CPD opportunities must allow for updating of different aspects of the occupational identity. Boundary processes including imagination and alignment might be enough for updating broader knowledge-ability, while engagement in authentic work tasks could be necessary to retain and update the specific occupational identity and competence of qualified work. If not all these modes of identification are available to teachers, VET teaching will not be developed to keep its industrial currency. Thus, it is also important that employers take responsibility for these processes. In times of technological changes, VET teachers need continuing opportunities to engage in authentic work tasks as part of their CPD, and worksites must open up for such engagement.
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